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A new displacement based three-node triangular plate finite element of a higher-order with 
cubic interpolation for displacement field (w) and quadratic interpolation for rotational fields (ϑx, 
ϑy) is presented.

Interpolation functions for plate finite element are derived from Timoshenko beam theory with 
assumed constant shear strain where displacement and rotation interpolation functions are linked, 
meaning that those two functions are not mutually independent of each other, hence linked inter-
polation. This approach is proven to eliminate shear locking phenomenon in beams, however, it 
has been found that may not be a case with plates. Nevertheless, plate finite elements based on this 
concept still provide good results, for both thin and thick plate cases, even though some elements 
exhibit certain shear locking on coarse meshes when the plate is thin.

To derive cubic interpolation function for displacements and quadratic interpolation function 
for rotations using only two boundary nodes of the beam finite element, certain material parameters 
must be included and as a consequence of that the interpolation functions are problem-dependent. 
These interpolation functions for beam finite element are then expanded to satisfy triangular form 
for plate finite element. This expansion may be regarded as a generalization of Timoshenko beam 
theory to 2D problem, which corresponds to Mindlin plate theory.

Area coordinates (ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3) are used to express interpolation functions of displacement and 
rotational fields, as well as the relation to the Cartesian coordinate system. Each area coordinate 
represent a ratio of the area (Ai) enclosing the arbitrary interior point and the respective triangle side 
to that of the whole triangle (A).

Finite elements based on this approach may be found in work by Ribarić and Jelenić [1]. 
They developed a finite element T3-U2 which in contrast to the presented element has quadratic 
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Figure 1. Three-node triangular plate and its geometric parameters.
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interpolation for displacement field and linear interpolation for rotational fields, so the presented 
element may be regarded as a higher order expansion of the T3-U2 element.

Because of that, the T3-U2 finite element is compared to the new finite element on a set of stan-
dard test examples. One standard test example is a simply supported square plate subjected to uni-
form load for which the convergence comparison between the aforementioned elements is shown in 
Figure 2. Also, consistency of the new finite element is tested for the constant strain conditions on 
the patch example where the constant bending state is analysed and the obtained results correspond 
exactly to the analytical solution, which is the case with the T3-U2 finite element as well.

In conclusion, the new finite element is exhibiting improvement over the T3-U2 finite element 
in general, which results from the fact that the interpolation functions are of a higher order.
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Figure 2. Convergence comparison between the new finite element and the T3-U2 finite element.


